Specific pattern of cell cycle during limb fetal myogenesis.
Tight regulation of cell proliferation and differentiation is required to ensure proper growth during development and post-natal life. The source and nature of signals regulating cell proliferation are not well identified in vivo. We investigated the specific pattern of proliferating cells in mouse limbs, using the Fluorescent ubiquitynation-based cell-cycle indicator (Fucci) system, which allowed the visualization of the G1, G1/S transition and S/G2/M phases of the cell cycle in red, yellow or green fluorescent colors, respectively. We also used the retroviral RCAS system to express a Fucci cassette in chick embryos. We performed a comprehensive analysis of the cell cycle state of myogenic cells in fetal limb muscles, adult myoblast primary cultures and isolated muscle fiber cultures using the Fucci transgenic mice. We found that myonuclei of terminally differentiated muscle fibers displayed Fucci red fluorescence during mouse and chick fetal development, in adult isolated muscle fiber (ex vivo) and adult myoblast (in vitro) mouse cultures. This indicated that myonuclei exited from the cell cycle in the G1 phase and are maintained in a blocked G1-like state. We also found that cycling muscle progenitors and myoblasts in G1 phase were not completely covered by the Fucci system. During mouse fetal myogenesis, Pax7+ cells labeled with the Fucci system were observed mostly in S/G2/M phases. Proliferating cells in S/G2/M phases displayed a specific pattern in mouse fetal limbs, delineating individualized muscles. In addition, we observed more Pax7+ cells in S/G2/M phases at muscle tips, compared to the middle of muscles. These results highlight a specific spatial regionalization of cycling cells at the muscle borders and muscle-tendon interface during fetal development.